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1. USE MICROCOMPUTER TO 
DETERMINE SPECIFIC 
PARAMETERS ANTENNAS 

 
In the catalog of any manufacturer of RF modules, 

we find that the maximum distance is always given to a 

team that can communicate transmitter and receiver. 

The maximum range RF data are always reported in 

ideal conditions (no artificial or natural obstacles).  

For efficient radio link, the following conditions must 

be met: 

o Using appropriate antennas 

o Favorable climatic conditions (for 

communications “outdoor” (outside)) 

o Sight between wireless devices, that no 

obstacles between them 

o Correct height of where to install antennas to 

meet the first Fresnel zone. 

The miniVNA is a tiny antenna analyser working 

from 0.1 to 180MHz. It is connected to a computer with 

just one USB cable, power is supplied over USB. 

This device allows the optimization parameters 

broadcasting reception antenna, it can sample data be 

saved in a file form [nume].csv. Analysis and 

processing of data can be done with the program Zplots 

[1],[2]. 

If we consider a wireless transmitter as in Figure 1: 

a transceiver (TVCR) antenna cable and antenna, all 

with 50 Ohms impedance, in ideal conditions, all the 

power that is capable TVCR will find at the end of the 

antenna cable, which it in turn would have to radiate 

light. In practice, however, loses power and the antenna 

is not perfectly pure resistive 50 ohms. Thus, instead 

radiate all the power available, we will radiate only a 

part, the rest will be reflected back to TVCR cable. 

Terms of direct power (FWD) and reflected power 

(REV)  

Report of Standing Wave SWR is an indicator of 

adaptation of the system impedance, Z0 in our case 

(transceiver, cable, connectors), and antenna ZL. Device 
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with which we can identify this indicator is called 

SWRMetru or Reflectometer. More precisely, the lack 

of adaptation is expressed as the coefficient of 

reflection: 

 

Where: Z0 - characteristic impedance and ZL 

system - impedance load (antenna) 

 

 
Fig.1 Radio broadcasting system 

 

While Z0 is a real and constant (typically 50 Ohms) 

ZL can be a complex number since the antenna is not a 

purely resistive load. Thus the reflection coefficient can 

also be in turn a complex number. If ZL is a real 

number, SWR indicator can be calculated immediately 

based on this factor: 

 

MiniVNA analyzer, it offers GUI software allows 

you to view these parameters Z0, ZL, SWR and the 

Smith chart. Zplots Excel is an application that allows 

graphical display of SWR curves (RUS), impedance 

and other related data on a chart XY antennas, a Smith 

diagram and tabular form of the sample sizes from 

which to construct graphs. MiniVNA performed 500 

samples, 500 data sets for each sampled frequency 

range. 

The best (minimal) SWR frequency is 

automatically found and displayed.Two markers can be 

freely placed within the shown frequency range and 

measure impedance [Z], resistance [R], phase [φ] and 

other values at these points. Other functions of the 

mniVNA allows you to measure cable losses, cable 

length, transmission, bandwidth and quality of filters. 

 

2. BEST LOCATION FOR SPECIFIC 
COMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT 
FOR VHF 144 -146 MHz 
    

Another program designed to evaluate the 

parameters of telecommunication networks is Radio 

Mobile [3]. This program allows us to build a wireless 

network in which to define repeaters (with attribute 

control) and users for different operating frequency, as 

shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig.2 Location of network members 

 

It offers this program, we can make corrections, 

related sites network members, that the repeater, 

antenna heights, transmission power to achieve high 

efficiency issues. 

Using RadioMobile program, I simulated a 

network of radio operators that use frequencies between 

144 -146 MHz so located with QTH in Table 1. 
Table 1 

OPERATOR STATUTE QTH 

REPEAT BASE STATION KN37EF 

OPERATOR1 SUBORDINATE STATION KN37TD 

OPERATOR2 SUBORDINATE STATION KN37CP 

OPERATOR3 SUBORDINATE STATION KN36EV 

The distances between network members 

considered for analysis are illustrated in Table 2 
Table 2 

DISTANCES OP 1 OP 2 OP 3 

REPETOR 95,40km 49,86km 34,91km 

OPERATOR1 X 120,51km 98,36km 

OPERATOR2 120,51km X 84,29km 

OPERATOR3 98,36km 84,29km X 

For repeater antenna at a height of 14m and 

antennas each operator, located at 2m, we obtain 

obstructions on the route of spread due to the relief 

located at distances shown in Table 3. 
Table 3 

OBSTRUCTION OP 1 OP 2 OP 3 

REPETOR 89,32km 48,69km 34,91km 

OPERATOR1 X 120,51km 98,36km 

OPERATOR2 120,51km X 84,29km 

OPERATOR3 98,36km 84,29km X 
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The last table that the network built is inefficient 

because the repeater has no direct visibility to operators 

and operators have no visibility between them. In other 

words, operators can not make an issue between them. 

Assuming that there is direct visibility between 

correspondents, also can result in problems achieving 

QSO.  Light waves and radio are subject to the same 

laws of physics, including the “Fresnel” effect. If an 

object as a ridge or building is close to the path of radio 

signal, it can affect the quality and signal strength 

between the transmitter and receiver. This happens even 

though the obstacle does not cover direct visual way. 

The area to be cleared of all obstacles to achieve 

efficient radio link is known as the “Fresnel Zone” 

(Figure 3). “Fresnel Zone” is the name given volume of 

space between transmitter and RF receiver, so that the 

difference between waves not more than 180 degrees.  

So you pass something on earth (not in space), we 

have reflections. These reflections can help positive 

signal reception, if they reach the “stage”, and negative 

if reaching the “anti-phase” 

Fresnel has defined a number of areas: first area, 

contribute positively to the wave propagation, the 

second area, negative, positive third, fourth negative, 

and so on. That is, odd areas, contribute positively, even 

areas apparently negative contribution in achieving 

communication. In addition, the first area concentrates 

50% of potential signal, so we must reach the receiver 

as whole. 

 
Fig.3 - a Fresnel zone is blocked almost completely even if the line 

is not obstructed visual 

 

The image in Figure 3 are the locations of the 

repeater and the controller 2. Repeater antenna is placed 

at a height of 30 meters above ground and aerial 

operator is placed at a height of 100 meters above 

ground. Although the two transmitters have direct 

visibility, the landforms of the points A, B, C, D 

marked in the picture, obstructing a Fresnel zone and 

because of diffraction of electromagnetic waves, it is 

possible that issues between the repeater and the 

controller 2 may be made or to be strongly perturbed.  

If we want to achieve maximum efficiency in case of 

transmission between operators, taking into account 

Fresnel’s theory must keep open at least 80% of first 

Fresnel zone. 

This means that Earth’s curvature, Fresnel zone 

depth, and height of objects in the way radio should be 

added together to get the antenna mounting height. 

To be able to communicate at a distance D with a 

carrier frequency signal f, must make the height r of the 

first Fresnel zone (or at least 80% of r) is smooth. 

Distance from the ground, we have to mount the 

antennas to prevent not even 80% of first Fresnel zone 

and to get maximum range is calculated with the 

formula: 

 
Applying the above formula (D in km., R in meters, 

f in GHz) that if a manufacturer says that the maximum 

distance or operating the device, for example at 145 

MHz is:  

o 300 meters, assume that the antennas be at least 

12.45 meters of soil 

o 1.6 km assume the antennas to be at least 16.68 

meters of soil 

o 8 km, assume that the antennas be at least 59.40 

meters of soil 

o 16 km, assume that the antennas be at least 

90.96 meters of soil. 

By choosing another location for the repeater (Ex. 

KN26XX), changing operators in Figure 4 and the 

coordinates shown in Table 4, we obtain further 

information on obstructions placed in a Fresnel Zone 

and operators of the repeater. 

 
Fig. 4 - Location 2 network members 

 

Table 4 

OPERATOR STATUTE QTH 

REPEAT BASE STATION KN26XX 

OPERATOR1 SUBORDINATE STATION KN37TD 

OPERATOR2 SUBORDINATE STATION KN37EF 

OPERATOR3 SUBORDINATE STATION KN36EV 
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According to tests conducted between repeater and 

the controller 2 with location in Targu Neamt repeater 

antenna is placed at a height of 30 meters above ground, 

the operator’s antenna at a height of 25 meters above 

ground, there are obstructions of sight between the 

correspondents and obstruction because the Fresnel 

zona1 relief. 

However, between the controller 2 through the 

repeater were made with half-duplex communications 

operators have locations shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 5 

OPERATOR QTH ID 

REPEAT KN26XX R0 

OPERATOR1 KN37TD YO8OY 

OPERATOR2 KN37EF YO8SAL 

OPERATOR3 KN36EV YO8RLK 

 
Were used for repeater frequencies F input 145.000 

MHz and F output = 145 600 and have used 

transmitters programmed operators F input =145,600 

and F output = 145,000. 

 

3. CONCLUSION 
    

Using microcomputers and advanced methods of 

analysis and / or simulation using mathematical tools 

and computer support are very important and absolutely 

necessary before the practical implementation of 

wireless networks. 

Focusing only on equipment performance, while 

the perfect fit between transmitters, communication 

lines and antennas, may be the wrong approach without 

rigorous analysis of the relief areas studied and specific 

features of electromagnetic waves. 

These approaches have an important role in the 

development of telecommunications to be cheap, 

independent and high efficiency for a variety of areas: 

emergency, meteorology, data, agriculture. 

The realities on the ground may appear unusual 

situations (ex. the repeater located KN26XX), to be 

spread between repeater and subscriber (ex KN37TD - 

Iasi), although there are obstructions due to terrain. You 

can also introduces different losses in communication 

line and highlight the qualities of programs depending 

on the characteristics of antennas. 

For best results when building networks, repeaters 

are used, smaller coverage areas. 

Using microcomputers and advantages of 

specialized software, can reduce costs of 

implementation and practical results can be obtained in 

accordance with the intended. 
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